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Darrius Ford, better known as Spraykid, is a graffiti artist,

apparel designer, graphic designer and art director.

He’s the founder of the Pryme Art Agency, which connects

community artists with the global art scene. As creative

director of CEO Millionaires, he was behind the Pink Trap House

and Dabbing Santa, both created for rap artist 2 

Chainz. The Pink Trap House was a tourist attraction 

on Howell Mill Road promoting the certified gold

album “Pretty Girls Like Trap Music”. Sales of Dabbing 

Santa holiday sweaters generated more than $2 million in revenue.

Everything I work with 

has layers. I work in a 

non-traditional sense, 

I use spray paint, oil 

paint, household paint, 

hand paint. I layer my 

work, nothing is ever 

clean cut.

“

“



Brother Maars
In his own words



Q: Who inspires you?

BM: The people who embody the phrase “more than meets the eye”, layered individuals. I 

have the ability to sense a person’s core psychically and some people are really cool 

to me. Vanessa Del Rio is fire! I feel like she can do a dozen other things twice as good as 

she s*** d**k, her halo will be the goldenest. Esteban Whiteside (D.C. @esteban.whiteside, I’ve 

never seen him before…I feel like he looks like Esteban from Fresh @thegiancarloesposito), 

FRKO (ATL @freakorico) and Hyun Song (Korea @hyunsong.we) all go crazy and stay tapped 

into a running source. I enjoy the textures and the cleverness of their work. It’s witty 

and gritty. R.Crumb and Ralph Bakshi literally poured their brains out and were very 

misunderstood as artists. Probably because they were funny looking white dudes when 

they were young, Talented, influential and prolific nonetheless. Steve Nash, My moms, the 

Colors Of Benetton rugby polo shirts that Sean Price and my brother Terry Baker tell 

me about. ODB, Busta Rhymes, my support system. Connor, he sends me Dilla instrumentals 

to rap on when I feel depressed. My man Charlie Cee, he’s kind hearted and introspective. 

My big cousin Sheron, he has a strong heart and is one of the most intelligent people that 

I know. His twin sister, Shikela. She’s the embodiment of love. My whole family dope. Milk 

embraces me, thank you for your prayers. I’d be here all day if I were to start naming 

producers, rappers and athletes. I’m inspired by people who are cracking the code and 

finding new ways out of the trenches. 10iSee aurelius X, your blackness is what’s happenin 

bro. My dawg Trent (coach P), things get ugly and he reminds me to keep my head in the 

game. Dollar, he got the vision and potential to build the credentials… unselfish Seth. 

People that I don’t talk to as much or anymore inspire me, we were once close and learning 

a lot from each other. I appreciate that and remain inspired.

Q: Who is Brother Maars?

BM: A contrarian, my friends say I zig where others may zag. I believe in following 

my heart, on some Frank Sinatra type shit. I never try to be awkward on purpose, 

that's corny. I do believe in following my heart over following the crowd. 

Knowledge of self is important to me, going through what you have to go through in 

order to become more self aware is necessary. 

Q: What is on the mind of Brother Maars?

BM: In all honesty, static…conflict, disappointment. I feel like Larry David for saying 

that. However, that's where some of my most profound discoveries and the biggest 

source of inspiration for my creativity live, At the heart of my “problems”, issues 

or frustrations.

Q: What is in the heart of Brother Maars? 

BM: Legacy. leaving something behind that someone else can use to build on. I 

definitely mean that in terms of generational wealth for my family, but I also mean 

it in terms of cultural impact. Mastering the things that I love to do, then teaching 

others to do the same. 

original sketches for Seth dollar’s “New hard Drive” Cover (2021)

Q: What is it that you would like to say?

BM: Open up the blinds, let the sunshine in. Try not to 

sit in the dark for too long beloved. There are doors 

that I have avoided or have yet to open, out of fear of 

rejection or the fear of what could be behind them…

whether it’s success or failure. Your gift is necessary 

in the world, even if you think it may be silly or 

different (it should be). Things have to change in order 

to move forward, that means they must be disrupted. 

You and I are not exempt, we have a series of uncertain 

events waiting for us to engage.

Late 2021, I began writing lyrics, producing music, 

designing merch and illustrating artwork for The Sun 

Will Shine In The Mourning which is A collaborative 

collection from ACMF x COS. Stay tuned in and check it 

out. Bless up. Have fun and make history.



Flower Baby Flame



A pursued curiosity; how one could craft ambience 

through art is what sparked FlowerBabyFlame. My 

name is Vanessa Luangaphay and I’ve been creating 

for as long as I can remember. My medium of choice 

tends to change as I explore and grow, learning new 

favorites with each discovery. 

Candle making has been 

my latest venture and it 

has truly been a joy to 

inspire others to keep their 

flame alive. Mindfully 

laying each flower by hand 

truly makes every crafted 

candle a personal creation. 

FlowerBabyFlame embraces 

all the unique and different 

ways something can be 

created with some time, 

care, and a little warmth.



Guided By Obas
Timing is everything these days. You have so many ideas in your pocket 

that you want to become tangible. You keep talking them out and writing 

them  in a notebook to make sure you are ready.  For Seth Dollar, the 

timing for The Grand Opening of Children of the Summer storefront was 

July 17th, 2021.  Seth Dollar had been planning to open a store in Syracuse 

since 2019. The idea has been in many conversations with me, his mentor, 

and many more.  He found the opportunity to open the store in downtown 

Syracuse to really put on for the community.  The store located next 

to Wildflower provided a nice setup for intimacy between Seth Dollar 

and the customers.  Opening the store, Seth Dollar was able to display a 

value that many creatives lack including myself: PATIENCE. For me, I had 

driven up from New York to Syracuse with Meko Sky, 500k, and Steven 

Mena.  It was the first time I had taken the initiative to make the drive 

up there. It was the funniest car ride I have ever been in! However, we 

had an amazing conversation about the idea of timing and patience. We 

were stuck in traffic heading North of 380, and the conversation began.

cos syr Flagship review

Written by Anthony Obas for Guided by Obas/COS

Seeing Seth Dollar and all his support on the 17Th brought an incredible 

smile to me. It was amazing to see friends and colleagues who have 

been a part of Seth’s journey gather in one space that was operating 

under Seth.  Seth continues to be one of the leaders for creativity 

in Syracuse, and his store is a testimonial to it.  It was great seeing 

Seth, and seeing the work of about 2 years finally come into existence.  

Use his experience as a guide to any ideas you 

may have. Remember, the time is in your hands!

We went from Meko Sky’s last album, Steven Mena’s launch of his brand, 

to how I launched my book.  The biggest takeaway from the conversation 

was that if we tracked all of our ideas and shared them with select 

individuals, we can gage when and where we should move the product or 

service.  The timing can be off, but it comes with trusting your intuition 

and being patient.  To relate it back to Seth, this was the perfect time for 

him to open the store as I assume various businesses had closed during the 

pandemic. He knew there was a demand for his storefront. Everyone would 

be excited and thrilled to see an entrepreneur who endlessly works to 

provide opportunities and resources for the youth and fellow creatives.  

When opportunity strikes, Children of the Summer always strikes to 

capture the opportunity, not for the company, but for the community. 



Dominick Scicchitano (Shiggy) is a 26 year-old musician and 

creator based in Central New York. Specializing in music 

production, engineering, drums/percussion and creative direction, 

he has worked with artists and brands of all styles/genres. 

CREDITS: Lute (Dreamville), YGTUT (Same Plate), Mike Powell, Premo 

Rice, Alex Wiley (Closed Sessions), Eyukaliptus (Majestic Casual),

Dez Wright, Jack Avery (Why Don’t We), All Poets 

& Heroes, World Be Free, Bell & Sgroi, 3DM, & more.

fEATURED ON NYS Music, Pigeons & Planes, DJ Booth, 

ThisSongSlaps, GoodMusicAllDay, The DailyLoud, UPROXX, Lyrical 

Lemonade, EarMilk, Daily Chiefers, 2DopeBoyz, and more.

Independently owned and fueled by girl power, ATP embroidery and 

needlework services is an ode to my Great-Grandma Jessie. My dedication, 

drive, passion, and skills come from this resilient matriarch. I served 

as an apprentice to my Great-Grandmother growing up as she owned 

her own local business called “Jessie’s Fancy Hats” she also was a hair 

stylist and seamstress. I was always told needlework and the hat 

business would be my peace and after years of searching I am now the 

owner and CEO of ATP broidery. I can now say I have found my peace and 

passion. Thank you all for allowing me to share my peace and wisdom 

from my Great-Grandmother Jessie and make your visions come to life.

- Ciarah Richardson



the summit is a live music platform created by syracuse university 

students and artists. the summit produces music showcases 

across campus and is entirely curated and executed by students.  

co-founder josh feldman says the inspiration behind the summit 

was another house venue on lancaster street known as the ark. 

feldman’s experience working with the ark, and his love of the 

music festival rolling loud, inspired him to launch the summit.

2021 highlights included two sold out shows at the O; the first show 

on september 10th featured ishe, picutre us tiny, and 33cole which 

garnered an attendance of more than 250 students. on october 

8th, the one night only show in collaboration with cos featured 

dj bstorm, kari capone, jack moe and cos artist leekindacut.

“live music is the most 

powerful tool to bring 

people together. music is 

something you can always 

find a medium for.”

- JOsh feldman

leekindacut

ishe33cole







the new syracuse flagship is purposed to inspire future artists, designers, and owners 

alike, while providing a weekend go-to destination for likeminded people to meet and connect.

















Made in Syracuse,New York - 2021 product index



Watch code orange live Season 1 now streaming on 

Season two on z89 the juice in 2022.
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